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Shrink Bags - 1300/2350 x 1950 mm x 125 micron

  

Price Per Roll
30 Bags Per Roll
Load Size = 1200x1000x1200mm

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
£199.20

Base Price Exc. VAT: £166.00

VAT: £33.20

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Shop Online Shrink Plastic Bags

Shop Online for Shrink Plastic Bags in the UK

Discover the best selection of high-quality shrink plastic bags in the UK at The Pallet Wrap Store. Our comprehensive range of shrink bags
offers a versatile packaging solution for various products, ensuring they stay protected and tamper-proof during transit or storage.

With sizes ranging from 1300 x 2350 mm to 1950 x 1950 mm and a thickness of 125 microns, our shrink bags are designed to accommodate
items of varying shapes and sizes. Whether you need to wrap pallets, boxes, or irregularly shaped items, our shrink bags provide a secure fit
and excellent clarity, allowing your products to be easily identified.

Why Choose Our Shrink Plastic Bags:

? Durable Protection: Our shrink bags are made from high-quality materials, ensuring your products are safeguarded from moisture, dust, and
tampering. ? Easy Application: With heat activation, these bags conform seamlessly to your products' contours, providing a snug fit without
adhesive. ? Professional Presentation: Enhance your products' visual appeal with our shrink bags' crystal-clear transparency.

Explore our collection of shrink plastic bags and enjoy convenient online shopping in the UK. Whether you're a small business owner or
managing a larger operation, our shrink bags offer a reliable packaging solution. Order now to ensure your products remain in top condition
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https://www.thepalletwrapstore.co.uk/images/stories/virtuemart/product/Centrefold_Shrin_51d58cfb4b514.jpg
https://www.thepalletwrapstore.co.uk/index.php?option=com_virtuemart&view=productdetails&task=askquestion&virtuemart_product_id=186&virtuemart_category_id=29&tmpl=component
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throughout their journey.
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